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Thank you to those who have contributed to this newsletter.
Your contributions for future editions are welcome;
please contact the editor, Steve Page
Tel: 01761 433418, or email page564@btinternet.com

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

“Awaiting Departure”
A now historical view of the S&DRT’s Class 7F loco at Bishops Lydeard in July 2007 – see page 2

WELCOME to another bumper edition of the Wells Railway Fraternity newsletter, containing a
selection of interesting and unusual articles. Thank you to all contributors.

Our on-line meetings using Zoom are proving very popular, and this would appear to be a suitable
way of continuing for the time being. This may necessitate changes to our planned programme
which is shown below. We have also set up a Face Book page; David Mace has explained this in
Newsletter 199 and has provided the following link to join:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/306335230653190

2021 PROGRAMME
All events are subject to alteration and for the time being all presentations are on-line using Zoom,
joining from 7.15pm for a 7.30 start. More information will be issued nearer the time including an
email containing a link to join the meeting. It is hoped that from September we can meet in Wells
Town Hall, but the situation will be kept under review.
11 May
14 Sep
12 Oct
9 Nov
14 Dec

Steam Finale Around Bristol
Mike Beale
Railways in Art
Eric Bottomley
Subject to be confirmed
David Hartland
My Life in Transport
Jonathan Jones-Pratt
AGM and Quiz – set by Jim Allwood.

In addition, the Committee have been investigating the possibility of a trip to the Dean Forest
Railway in July, using a vintage bus to transport us there, and a visit to the miniature railway run by
E.S.S.M.E.E. at the Shepton Mallet showground in September. Further announcements will be
made in due course.

NEWS FROM OTHER GROUPS
A further update from the Somerset & Dorset Railway Trust. As reported in Newsletter 199, their
Class 7F loco has already been transferred to the Mid Hants Railway, as have museum items from
Washford relating to the Southern element of the collection. Agreement has now been reached to
establish a display of Midland/LMS vehicles on the Avon Valley Railway at Bitton which will form
the basis of a new museum at the station. Several S&DRT vehicles will be adapted to house a range
of S&D items with additional historical items belonging to the AVR which together will tell the
story of the Midland lines terminating at Bath Green Park.
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WELLS RAILWAY FRATERNITY QUIZ 2020

- compiled by Andy Ball

For the benefit of those who were unable to join the Zoom meeting on 8th December, here is a
chance to test your knowledge.
Multiple Choice; one letter in each box except Q25, which requires two and scores two.
Answers on page 24.
Songs – who is well known for singing
1. The Last Train to Clarksville?
A: Spencer Davis
B: The Beatles
2. Rock Island Line?
A: Tommy Steele B: Lonny Donegan

C: The Who

D: The Monkees

C: Joe Brown

D: Elvis Presley

3. Freight Train?
A: Nancy Whiskey B: Cherry Brandy C: Tammy Wynette

D: Loretta Lynn

4. The Slow Train?
A: Flanagan & Allen B: Val Doonican C: Boxcar Willie D: Flanders & Swan
Railway Modelling
5. Which was Roy Jackson’s Magnum Opus?
A: Gainsborough
B: High Dyke
C: Retford

D: Dunwich

6. What was the name of the 3-rail Hornby Dublo Rebuilt West Country
Pacific?
A: Exmouth
B: Bodmin
C: Dorchester
D: Exeter
7. What was the Voltage of the Trix Twin System?
A: 12 v DC
B: 14v AC
C: 24v AC D: 9v DC
8. Who is not known as a Model Railway Enthusiast ?
A: Rod Stewart B: John Lennon C: Jools Holland

D: Pete Waterman

Local Knowledge
9. The Somerset Central and Dorset Central Railways met up to form the S&DR
at?
A: Midford
B: Spetisbury
C: Cole
D: Evercreech Junction
10. The S& D was famous for its Fowler 2-8-0s but which other 8 coupled class was
unsuccessfully trialled by British Railways?
A: GWR 28xx
B: GWR 42xx
C: LMS 8F
D: WD 8F
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QUIZ - continued
11. What was the reason for the lack of success?
A: Excessive Cylinder Width
B: Inadequate Water Capacity
C: Inadequate Coal Capacity
D: Inadequate Braking Capability
12. The Radstock Sentinels were built where?
A: Stafford
B: Shrewsbury
C: Salford

D: Swindon

13. Cranmore on the East Somerset Railway exported Stone but what
did it import?
A: Bitumen
B: Sand
C: Creosote
D: Strawberries
General
14. Which was the first British Mainline Pacific locomotive to be built?
A: GWR Great Bear
B: LMS Princess
C: NER Raven A2

D: GNR Great Northern

15. By Tractive Effort which was the most powerful class of British Steam
Freight Engine (excluding Garratts)?
A: BR Standard 9F B: GWR 28xx
C: LNER P1 2-8-2

D: LMS 8F 2-8-0

16. Which was the most numerous class of British steam locomotive?
A: LMS Black 5
B: GWR 57xx 0-6-0PT
C: LNWR DX 0-6-0

D: WD 2-8-0

17. In Railway terms what was “The Jazz”?
A: An Apple
B: A GWR Charter Train featuring a Jazz Band
C: LNER K2 Class Mogul

D: The steam suburban service from

Liverpool Street
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QUIZ - continued
Narrow Gauge
18. British Standard Gauge is 4’ 8 1/2 “s, but in Southern Africa Cape Gauge
is?
A: 2’ 6”
B: 1 Metre
C: 3’ 6”
D: 3’ 0”
19. The Ffestiniog Railway pioneered the use of which type of Articulated
Engine?
A: Double Fairlie

B: Shay

C: Mallet

D: Garratt

20. The narrow gauge line from Aberystwyth is the ?
A: Vale of Rheidol
C: Welsh Highland

B: Welshpool & Llanfair
D: Festiniog & Blaenau

21. The Lynton and Barnstaple Railway closed in?
A: 1928

B: 1930

C: 1932

D: 1935

Film
22. Who starred in the Lady killers as Professor Marcus, the leading
character?
A: Herbert Lom B: Alec Guinness C: Peter Sellers D: Frankie Howerd
23. The Titfield Thunderbolt was filmed on which branch line?
A: Camerton
B: Tetbury
C: Wallingford
D: Marlow
24. The Ghost Train was written by Arnold Ridley whose role in Dads Army
was?
A: Corporal Jones
B: Captain Mainwaring
C: Sergeant Wilson
D: Private Godfrey
25. In Brief Encounter the two main characters were played by?
(1 point each)
A: Trevor Howard B: Humphrey Bogart C: Celia Johnson D: Ingrid Bergman
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BIG COAL

with Robin Harding

On 12 January we held our first meeting of the New Year and once again it had to be online using
Zoom. Presentations were given by two Fraternity members with Robin Harding starting the
evening off.
Robin began with some facts about energy use in the United States. The USA is the number one
power producer in the world and supply actually exceeds demand. Around 23% of energy produced
was by coal-fired electricity power stations. The United States is a big country and Robin
illustrated this with a map showing the USA and the UK to the same scale. For example California
is only slightly smaller than the whole of the UK. In Wyoming the Powder River Basin, a major
coal producing area from opencast mines, is roughly the same size as Wales. In the USA there is
some river traffic (e.g. on the Mississippi) and of course a lot of freight moves in trucks on
highways but as far as coal is concerned the biggest tonnage is moved by rail. Coal from the
Powder River Basin is distributed across almost every State to possibly as many as a hundred power
stations. The main alternative to Powder River Basin coal comes from the Appalachians. Although
it has a higher calorific value it is more expensive to mine. The countries 1970 Clean Air Act also
gives the Powder River coal an advantage as it is low sulphur and this area provides 45% of US
coal. The output of one particular mine, called ‘Black Thunder’, is 8% of this and is the world’s
largest in terms of output. The open cast mining involves removing top soil and the overburden to
expose the coal seam. Robin had a short but very dramatic video showing the technique using
explosives to clear the next area of overburden by blowing it sideways in to the adjacent ‘worked
out’ area. A huge dragline excavator scoops up the coal and deposits it into dump trucks which
carry 300 tons at a time to the loading areas.
This is one of the many photos Robin used to illustrate his talk -
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BIG COAL - continued
The trains of coal regularly extend to almost two miles in length and the equivalent of “27 miles of
coal trains” leave the Black Thunder mine every day. Two rail companies serve this facility - BNSF
(Burlington Northern and Santa Fe) and Union Pacific. Part way on their journey they hand over to
Norfolk and Western. The latest locos are EMD (General Motors) AC70 ACE 4300hp or the
equivalent GE Evolution model. Up to seven locos for steepest grades distributed at head and tail
of train (sometimes also middle) all controlled by the crew in the front cab. The loaded trains
(23,000 tons) run at up to 50mph and the returning empties can go up to 70mph. The power station
at Scherer, Georgia, needs to be fed by three of these trains each day but in case of delays they keep
around 1,000,000 tons of coal on site. This coal fired power station is the biggest ‘single point’
carbon producer in the country.
The round trip from the Black Thunder mine to the Scherer Plant and back is 3,600 miles and takes
five days. Some sections of the route are single line but others have three tracks; one for each
direction and a third under maintenance (remove and relay). Contamination of ballast by coal dust
is a problem. Robin showed us photos illustrating some serious hazards that could be encountered
on route include wheel bearings running hot (these hot boxes sometimes cause fires), bad weather
(floods causing washouts or blockage by snow or high winds), congestion due to other rail traffic
(such as perishables) taking priority and the need for crew changes. Federal laws restrict loco crews
from working more than twelve hours which means that sometimes crews have to be changed
wherever they have stopped (to clear the line a helicopter may be the best way to bring a fresh crew
in). As the crew in the cab at the head of a train cannot monitor what is going on with the one
hundred and forty or so vehicles behind them lineside Sentinel equipment scans for hot boxes,
dragging equipment and out of gauge loads. It also reads a barcode on each car and counts them.
There are huge marshalling yards on route. Robin gave the Union Pacific’s Bailey Yard in
Nebraska as an example. It is the world’s largest railroad classification yard eight miles long and 2
miles wide with a total of 315 miles of track. It handles over 10,000 rail cars every day. Union
Pacific describes the yard as an ‘economic barometer of America’.
Robin explained that the power plants tend to have multiple owners such as power companies and
municipal authorities. This can make it difficult to pin the blame when something goes wrong. In
addition to the emissions from the chimneys the removal of ash is a huge problem - the Scherer
Plant produces 1,900 tons a day and it is heavily polluted. Some of the ash is used with cement to
make blocks but much of it goes to ponds around the site. Sometimes bunds around the ponds are
breached causing serious flooding and further concerns about pollution. Robin commented that the
environmental lobby is on the back foot. The businesses are big employers and Donald Trump’s
policies mean that coal use is rising again.
(Meeting Report by Andrew Tucker).
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DEVELOPMENTS AT MIDSOMER NORTON

- with Matt Cornborough

The second part of the January meeting was presented by Matt Cornborough.
First Matt explained that the Trust owns the assets of the Railway and the Company is responsible
for operation of them. The presentation reflects his personal views rather than those of either the
Trust or the Company.
He started with some “then and then” photographs comparing trains on the working railway with
views of Midsomer Norton Station after closure with the infrastructure largely dismantled. Aspects
of the gradual re-instatement of the railway over the 0.9 miles to the filled-in cutting north of
Chilcompton tunnels were described. This included the requirement for a foot crossing of the line
for use of the local hunt to use. Matt is not aware of anyone who can recall the hunt having ever in
the past crossed the line!
A resume of their current rolling stock started with their unusual vertical-boilered Sentinel shunter
No.7109 named Joyce, which is of the same type as its more famous sisters that were used at
Radstock on the S & D. This is vacuum brake fitted so can power passenger trains. He then moved
onto the three diesel locomotives, all shunters. D4095 is an ex-BR class 08 0-6-0, while D1120 is
an English Electric 0-6-0 locomotive which is currently off site having its engine up-rated and
vacuum brakes fitted. The third locomotive is an-ex-BR class 03 0-6-0 that, after time at Fords in
Genk, Belgium, now has a Cummins 6-cylinder engine with a fluid drive fitted. This engine is
privately owned. Additionally, there is a powered Wickham platelayers’ trolley which is a great
help to the permanent way men.
Carriages include former BR Mk1 vehicles. A BSK (Brake Second Corridor) which arrived in a
stripped-out condition and an RMB (miniature buffet) currently used as a cafeteria which came
from the Swanage Railway. Both have been lovingly and beautifully restored. Freight stock
includes vacuum fitted 16-ton mineral wagons, a Walrus ballast hopper wagon on bogies, a restored
6-wheel milk tanker, and others.

The restored seating area of the RMB.
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DEVELOPMENTS AT MIDSOMER NORTON – continued
On the permanent way side concrete sleepers, when available, are standard away from the station
environs and point work where traditional wooden ones are used. Although the concrete ones are
very heavy, they have a much longer service life than the wooden variety, especially in soggy
Somerset. Images shown included concrete sleepers laid out approaching the infilled cutting ready
for rails to be attached. Water draining from the infill presents a problem leading to flooding of the
line if the cess next to the ballast is not kept well clear of vegetation.
Plans for the future, some of which will require planning permission, include enhanced station
facilities including a cafeteria, retail shop, toilet block, and an extended museum. Elsewhere
sidings on the Somervale site beyond the south end of the up platform and a maintenance shed at
the far end of the line adjacent to the filled cutting before Chilcompton tunnels are planned.
Maintenance of rolling stock is currently carried out in the cramped confines of the original goods
shed.

The site of the future Somervale Sidings
In answer to the inevitable question about the possibilities of extending the line, at the southern end
there is the cutting on Duchy of Cornwall land which would need to be excavated to gain access to
the Chilcompton tunnels which currently are leased by other organisations. Heading north towards
Radstock requires the re-instatement of three bridges, including one over Silver Street where either
road lowering or track bed raising or both would be necessary to achieve a satisfactory road head
room. So, if anyone has a few spare £m……………
(Meeting report by Andy Ball).
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FREIGHTLINER AND RAIL FREIGHT

with Peter Graham

A resume of the presentation given by Zoom on 9 February
Peter Graham is Head of Strategy for Freightliner. His talk covered from the inception of Freightliner in
1965 by Dr Richard Beeching, who saw the future of freight on British Railways as being one where long
container trains mainly serving one customer replaced the old wagon load business as a way of making
freight a profitable business, right through to the present day. A journey though privatisation improved
efficiency and profitability into a competitive world challenging not only other freight operators but also
road haulage.
Peter’s role is to promote policies for growth, modal shift and reduction of Carbon footprint and NO x
emissions. The latter objectives can be achieved with longer and heavier trains, for example a 775m long
train will carry an extra 14 containers. Currently the Covid crisis means there are fewer passenger trains so
more paths are available for 775m freight trains.
Freightliner
In the beginning in 1965 trains were 15 wagons long largely hauled by Class 47 diesels, whereas now the
standard length is 30 wagons with a few of 36 wagons now coming on stream as the rail infrastructure is
becomes capable of handling them. This allows fewer trains to carry more payload. Having started an
intermodal business with around 1000 staff, 80 diesel and a few electric locomotives, 1100 wagons and 1900
containers transported a day giving a loss of £8m on a turnover Freightliner has evolved post privatisation
into a profitable more customer focussed business with 2000 staff 180 locomotives and 3500 wagons.
Currently owned by Genesee and Wyoming they have businesses in Poland, The Netherlands, Germany and
Australia. Freightliner has invested >£400m in locomotives, mainly class 66 and some class 90 and 86, and
wagons, and a further £50m in terminal facilities.
In addition to the intermodal container service carrying deep sea containers Freightliner Heavy Haul hauls
400 trains per week which transport large quantities of aggregates, household waste, oil, cement and
infrastructure materials with operations centred on Crewe and Ferrybridge.
The 100 trains per day run by FL Intermodal service ports at Southampton, Felixstowe and London Gateway
to 12 inland terminals around Britain. Their road haulage company delivers the containers to the end
customers thereby providing a complete service.
The Rail Freight Sector
In the UK this comprises of companies: DB Cargo, Freightliner, GBRF being the largest three with smaller
operators Colas, DRs and DCR who all compete against each other and also the road haulage industry.
The market is split 80% Road, 10% Rail and 10% Water. The UK Rail Sector has seen >50% growth despite
the collapse of coal transportation with Construction and Intermodal increasing. Fewer trains with a higher
payload aid competitiveness but also contribute to reduced CO2/tonne moved.
Freightliner in the Mendips
FL has been serving the quarries at Torr and Whatley for just over a year supplying terminals with hard stone
in mainly the south east of England but also to Newport and Exeter using 4800 tonne jumbo trains to Acton
in West London where they are split into shorter consists which are forwarded around the region. The
locomotives used are former Mendip Rail and DB Cargo class 59s and Freightliners 66/6s, these need
assistance to get out of the Merehead Quarry whereas a class 70 can do this unaided. In 2020 7.6m tonnes of
stone were moved, even after the temporary effects of the Covid Crisis. There is optimism for an increased
market in the future.
Conclusion
This was a well-presented talk packed with interesting information only some of which has been covered in
this resume by Andy Ball.
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MODELLING THE ROLLING STOCK FOR VENTNOR IN 4mm SCALE
with Andy Gannon
A resume by Andy Ball of the Zoom presentation on 9 March
Andy and his brother are modelling Ventnor station on the Isle of Wight in 4mm scale to P4 standards with
the object of recreating the atmosphere of their childhood holidays on the Island. Andy’s responsibilities
included the carriages which he wished to reproduce as he remembers them. By 1960 the stock was
beginning to become rather run down and many of the wooden panels were covered with steel sheet, which
of course produced the perfect conditions for rot and further deterioration.
The rolling stock was all second hand from the mainland, mainly from the former London Brighton and
South Coast and the South Eastern and Chatham railways. For the model he needed four six-coach sets for
the Ventnor line and, for the hell of it, a four-coach set for the Cowes line. By this time the variety of
different carriages with their randomly placed repairs meant that very few were exactly the same. Ten years
ago there were no locomotives available, although Kernow Models have now produced an O2, and limited
availability meant the carriages would have had to be of etched brass construction. Not being satisfied with
the results of etched brass which lacked depth of mouldings Andy needed to find another approach to
produce all the variation he required. Having surveyed prototypes by measurement and photography at the
Isle of Wight Steam Railway, reference to the book Isle of Wight Passenger Rolling Stock published by the
Oakwood Press which detailed all the sets in use in June 1960 and using his memory he was able to come up
with suitable authentic train formations for the model.
The problem then became how to build them. With the assistance of a friend living in Cyprus who owned a
Laser Cutter, this was the approach adopted. Using a Corel Draw CAD package he drew up all the individual
carriage sides, with all their variations, and the underframes and ends. This was not as time consuming as
might be first thought as the “copy and paste” function enabled all the original panelling to be reproduced
along the length of each type of carriage. It was then easy to modify the drawing for each individual vehicle
to replicate the various alterations and steel additions. So, the required number of authentic sets could be
produced.
Initial drawings were sent to Cyprus for trials, but this cutter soon suffered a catastrophic failure so York
Model Making took over the project. Styrene sheet, as marketed for example by Eileen’s Emporium, was
not suitable as it was melted by the Laser beam. However, Rowmark plastic sheet worked well with 0.75mm
thick material used for the body panels and 0.25mm for the overlays to produce the panelling. The depth of
the Laser cut could be varied by using different colours for the lines on the CAD drawing, e.g. Black = full
depth, Green = door frames and Red = deep etch.
The tumblehomes on the coach sides were produced by rolling with a hot copper tube followed by a cold
tube to set the curve
After assembly of the bodies, roof mouldings were produced in a home-made vacuum-forming jig
comprising of a mould and the domestic vacuum cleaner into which the plastic sheet was inserted after
warming in the kitchen oven! How did he get away with it? Speedy work was necessary so the plastic
remained soft for the moulding.
Cast lead weights were formed in MDF jigs to provide some ballast to the very light assemblies.
Buffers were produced by Markits, and additional parts were Laser cut.
Glazing was Laser cut using the original drawings and fixed into place using Ronseal varnish.
Painting was by airbrush with gloss finish for an ex-works look and eggshell for a work-a-day finish,
followed by weathering to produce an authentic model.
The carriages were awarded the MRJ Trophy at 2016 Scaleforum exhibition.
The talk contained large amounts of information both of the prototypes and the models and the techniques
employed to produce an interesting presentation covering on an aspect of Railways different to that normally
covered at our meetings. Andrew’s six-year project included a lot of research and development of techniques
resulting in some super models.
Hopefully we will be able to see Ventnor at Railwells 2022.
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SOUTHERN LOCOMOTIVES LTD

with Nick Thompson

A resume by Andy Ball of the Zoom presentation on 13 April
The presentation started with a lovely photograph of 34010 Sidmouth and 34072 257 Squadron at
Basingstoke, both of which later have come under the care of the SLL. This photo was followed up
with one of a Merchant Navy taken from Nick’s childhood bedroom in Woking – lucky chap!
The SLL is a not-for-profit Ltd Co. who currently have 8 steam engines in their stable. Their
raison-de-terre is simple: they like steam engines! Money earned is ploughed back into restorations
and overhauls which are conducted at their works in an old cosmetics factory at Herston in
Swanage, with some work taking place in a field at Sellinge in Kent. Large repairs such as boiler
work and axles box boring are outsourced to engineering companies with relevant equipment and
skills.
For restoration a number of things are needed:
1, A roof over their heads – outdoor restoration is a pain.
2, Good engineers and lots of volunteers
3, A locomotive, which in the 1980’s would cost around £5 to £7K
4, Money
5, Organisers in commercial, legal, accountancy, fund raisers and marketing fields.
Additionally, a nice to have is a number of locomotives as this gives a critical mass for the staff and
volunteers so there is always something to keep them busy!
There a number of ways of owning a steam locomotive:
1, A charity society or trust,
2, A company such as SLL who can offer shares in 6 figure amounts. This way gives ownership
resulting in commitment, commitment results in volunteers. SLL raised ~£2.6M from 700+
shareholders. Their income is split 70% from hire fees and 30% from donations and shares.
Heritage railways hire locomotives rather than own them so they do not have the capital cost or the
requirement for engineering skills and labour to maintain them. SLL have 4 staff engineers and
around 20 regular volunteers.
3, A millionaire who can make a small fortune, providing he had a large fortune to start with. There
are no great profits to be made owning steam engines.
4, Government e.g. who spent £4.2M on the Flying Scotsman.
Locomotives
SLL have had a number of engines over the years and currently own 6 Bulleid pacifics, a Standard
Class 4 tank and a MOS saddle tank (of the type J94 when owned by BR).
The Bulleids include:
Light Pacifics: 34072 257 Squadron, in service on the Bluebell Line
34028 Eddystone, due back in service during 2021
34053 Sir Keith Park, came to SLL as spare-parts for the other Bulleids, but due to a generous
benefactor was fast track restored and is now at the Spa Valley Railway.
34070 Manston, withdrawn after a 5mph collision at Swanage, now at Tyseley for rectification of
damaged frames, due back into service 2021.
34010 Sidmouth, restoration stalled because of Covid, but due to enter Herston Works in the next
few months, and:
Merchant Navy: 35025 Brocklebank Line currently at Sellinge being surveyed prior to restoration
as there are no records of the work done by its previous owners.
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SOUTHERN LOCOMOTIVES LTD - continued
The other two are: Standard Class 4 tank 80104, at Swanage but its insurance ticket expires in 4
weeks’ time so will be coming out of service. The copper firebox requires extensive specialised
work which requires funding and Austerity tank Norman which is out of ticket at the Yorkshire
Dales Railway.
Other engines that have now been sold on include: Merchant Navies 35027 Port Line, their first
loco, and 35022 Holland America Line, Standard Cl4T 80078 and P class 0-6-0T 31178.
Engineering
The second half of the talk concentrated on the engineering side.
It included a video of a tyre being fitted to a wheel using heat to expand the tyre so it slipped over
the wheel rim before contracting to be a tight fit. Conversely another video showed the fitting a
new valve cylinder liner. This required the liner to be shrunk by cooling to low temperature so that
once fitted it would warm up and expand to become a tight fit. The third video showed tyre turning
on a wheel lathe at Buckfastleigh – an out sourced job.
Three of the unusual features of Bulleid pacifics were covered namely: the Bulleid-Firth-Brown
wheels which are lighter and stronger than conventional spoked wheels, the controversial chain
driven valve gear and the use of thermic syphons to improve the boiler efficiency.
There were many photographs of the various parts receiving attention or renewal including firebox
welding, fabrication of a hexagonal smokebox, air smoothed casing, non-asbestos boiler lagging,
ash pan fabrication, reverser screw and other vital parts to make the loco go.
As the tenders were largely made of steel they were easy to scrap and as a result it has been
necessary to build three new ones to match the loco’s retrieved from the scrapyard and a further two
will be needed.
In summary the current position is:
34053, 34072 and 80104 on lease.
34028, 34070 and Norman - overhaul
34010 and 35025 – restoration
2 new tenders – new build
The current constraints can be summed up as:
Money, workshop space, skilled manpower, volunteers, old age (both loco’s and people) and “stuff
happening”, so constant renewal is required.
A restoration can cost ~£500K none of which is recouped and an overhaul ~ £100K
Shares are available at £250 each, benefits include “ownership” of a nominated loco, a print of one
of the loco’s, a Driver Experience.
Due to Covid currently hire fees have dried up and although the staff are working but there is only
restricted volunteering
The talk was well presented and highly informative on the subjects of loco ownership, restoration
and overhaul.
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CHILDHOOD RAILWAY MEMORIES

by Jeff Cottle

I was born in Radstock in 1949 within sight and sound of the two railways that ran through the town
only 50 yards apart; firstly, the Somerset and Dorset Bath to Bournemouth line, and the GWR
Bristol to Frome line. I was fortunate to travel on both.
Firstly, memories of travelling on the GWR line. I attended a local school outside of Radstock at
Clandown, from the age of 7 to 11 which amounted to about 35 pupils. We were allowed to go on
the annual school trip in conjunction with other schools. The first 4 trips we commenced our
journey from Radstock West station. As I remember each trip started from Bristol and were double
headed as far as Frome by 2 prairie tank engines hauling 8 or 9 carriages. At Frome the tank engines
came off and were replaced by either a Hall or Castle class engine for the onward journey. These 4
outings were to Oxford and on to Blenheim Palace, Windsor Castle, yes I remember seeing the
Queen, this trip included a boat trip on the Thames; a trip to Totnes with a boat ride down the river
Dart to Kingswear, then by rail to Paignton for a couple of hours on the beach. The next outing was
to Portsmouth and a tour around Nelson’s flagship the Victory. The final school trip started from
Bath Spa, as by this time 1960 passenger services on the Frome to Bristol line had ceased. This trip
was to Southsea and the Isle of Wight.
We always looked forward to January at school when the headmaster would announce where this
year’s particular trip destination would be. Each child would pay one shilling (5p) a week up until
the trip date, usually the last week of June; this amounted to about 25 shillings in total (£1.25p) of
this on the day of the outing 5 shillings (25p) would be given to each pupil for spending money
which in those days was a good amount to spend. The headmaster always produced a quiz to keep
us amused on the journey. I recall other trips with my family from Radstock West, a summer
excursion to Barry Island in South Wales, Sunday excursions to Weymouth or Weston-super-Mare,
and journeys to Frome to see relatives.
Part 2 for another newsletter will be memories of the Somerset and Dorset and a trip down
Somerset’s last coalmine at Writhlington Colliery which adjoined the railway.

BOOKS FOR SALE
Matt Cornborough has the following books for sale at £2 each, from the stock which would
normally be on display at our Town Hall meetings. If you would like to purchase any, please email
Matt at cornbom@freeuk.com
The Railway Era – Life and lines in the great age of railways – Geoffrey Body.
Railways Stations of Britain – A guide to 75 important centres – Geoffrey Body.
The Train Now Departing – Personal memories of the last days of steam – Based on the BBC series.
LNER 150 – A Century and a Half of Progress – Patrick Whitehouse & David St John Thomas.
British Rail Scrapbook 1948 – John Adams & Patrick Whitehouse.
Rail & Steam – Peter Cavalier.
The Last Years of British Steam – First series – G Freeman Allen.
Trains to Nowhere – British Steam Train Accidents 1906-1960 – J A B Hamilton.
Great North of Scotland Railway Album – A E Glen, I A Glen, A G Dunbar.
British Steam – The Classic Years – John Westwood.
The Illustrated History of Railways of Britain – Geoffrey Freeman Allen.
Steam Railway – The Glorious Years – Recalling the British steam years before 1968 – Nigel
Harris, Steam Railway.
There are also a large number of “coffee table” books which can be purchased for £3 for any 5!
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Letters in the Guardian - Why is the standard gauge on a railway 4ft 8 in?
by David Mace
When researching on the internet I came across this series of letters sent to the Guardian. I couldn’t find a
date of when they were published but I would assume it around the mid-20th Century. They make quite
interesting reading:
Sir
IN THE 18th century, when primitive waggon ways were developed for horse haulage, measurements were
often made to the nearest quarter-inch and precision engineering spoke of 'bare eights'. The early waggon
ways in the North-East were built to a nominal 4ft 8in which was, in contemporary practice, a perfectly
rational measurement. This gauge was naturally used by George Stephenson when laying out the Hetton
Colliery line and subsequently for the more important Stockton & Darlington Railway. When he was
appointed engineer for the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, Stephenson continued to use this gauge, as
did other early promoters. This was doubtless influenced by the fact that locomotives were provided either
by Robert Stephenson & Co of Newcastle, or by other concerns in the Leeds area. However, as locomotives
grew larger and required six wheels there were problems on curves and it proved easier to push the rails out
the extra half-inch than to adjust the wheels. Indeed, it is possible that the early system of track construction,
where the rails were supported on stone blocks rather than cross sleepers and largely held to gauge by ballast
and occasional tiebars, allowed the trains to spread the gauge as they went along. In this way a rational gauge
became irrational. Other gauges were used in England, notably Brunel's seven-foot gauge on the GWR,
which lasted until 1892.
C J Freezer, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
WHEN Stephenson was building the Stockton to Darlington railway, he decided on the gauge by measuring
the axle width of 100 farm wagons and taking the average, the result being 4ft 8 in. He may have intended to
allow local people to use the track to convey goods with their own wagons. An interesting footnote is that 4ft
8 in is also the distance between the ruts worn by wagons in the stone paving at the entrance to Housesteads
Fort on Hadrian's Wall _ showing that not only had farm wagons hardly altered down the centuries but that
our present rail system, as well as much of our road system, is still heavily influenced by the Romans.
J K Artley, Royston, Herts.
THE IDEA of George Stephenson going around measuring farm wagons is highly implausible. Railways had
been in use in the North-East for over 200 years when he built the Stockton and Darlington railway and the
design and construction of their wagons had evolved to be very different from road vehicles. These early
railways were mostly isolated from one another and used a range of gauges, but all in the four to five feet
range, presumably because experience had taught that this sort of size best balanced the practical and
economic constraints on the size and shape of a wagon to be hauled along a rail by a horse. As to why G S
chose the precise gauge of 4ft 8 in: he was above all a practical engineer with wide experience of the local
railways and of the rapid developments taking place on them. He would have simply used his judgment to
pick a suitable gauge. The truth is that wagons and carts have mostly been around this width almost
throughout history simply because their builders and users were attempting to solve the same design
problems with the same materials. Faced with men, and horses, of roughly the same size and strength, and
timber cut from similar types of tree, they were bound to converge on vehicles of much the same dimensions.
Christopher Padley, Market Rasen, Lincs.
THE 4ft 8in gauge has been in use since Roman times (or before) and relates to the approximate width of
two yoked horses. Even Asterix the Gaul knew it had nothing to do with Stevenson, Brunel, Stockton or
Darlington.
Bruce Humphrey
It isn't. It is 56.5" or 1435mm.
Charles Norrie, Islington, UK
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THE LITTLE SIGNAL

by Andrew Tucker

I was born and brought up in Chippenham and we lived near the Paddington to Bristol line and
adjacent to ‘the works’. This was the Westinghouse Brake and Signal Company’s factory which
was the major employer in the town. My father was a painter and decorator by trade who was in
business with his brother as a small building firm. The Little Signal was given to him by a
customer in the early 1960s. It is a solid metal casting with no moving parts and measures 215mm
high (8½ inches) to the top of the finial. There is
lettering on the arm ‘S & F Ld 1907’ and the post
has the wording ‘CAST IN CHIPPENHAM
STREETS’. S & F Ld refers to Saxby and
Farmer, a manufacturer of signalling equipment,
who moved their foundry to Chippenham in 1905
on the same site established by Evans O’Donnell.
McKenzie and Holland came in 1920 and the
Westinghouse Brake and Saxby Signal Company
was formed. The little signal appears to be a
promotional item but how and why it was cast in
Chippenham Streets remained a puzzle until quite
recently.
There is another example in
Chippenham Museum but they have no further
information about it.
The mystery was solved a few years ago after the
death of my late mother’s twin sister. I was asked
by her two daughters if I would like to look
around her house to see if there was anything I
would like to remember her by. At the bottom of
the wardrobe I found a pile of Westinghouse
Review magazines. They dated from the first
issue in 1949 to 1956 when publication suddenly
ceased and was almost a full set. It was described as ‘a magazine for and by the employees of the
Westinghouse Brake and Signal Company Limited’ and it was published monthly. At one time the
editor was Mr O S Nock who was an employee for 45 years. There was a lot to interest me in these
copies of the Westinghouse Review but a letter that appeared in the February 1950 issue
immediately had my attention. It was from a Mr W H A Thatcher who recalled an event in 1907:
The occasion was a ‘Lifeboat Saturday’. A procession was arranged in which all local
tradespeople, institutions, societies and factories were invited to take part. The contribution of
Saxby and Farmer consisted of two items, each mounted on a horse-drawn vehicle.
The first was a model railway, complete with a signalman operating the signals. The second caused
such a sensation that the leading daily papers published articles about it the following Monday. It
was a moulding shop on wheels. As the procession passed through the streets the metal was melted
and poured into the moulds. The castings were then cooled, knocked out, and sold over the side of
the vehicle for sixpence each, the proceeds going to the good of the cause.
These castings took the shape of a simple outline of a railway signal, and bore the inscription ‘Cast
in Chippenham Streets, 1907’.
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THE LITTLE SIGNAL - continued
It would be interesting to know if there are any employees still on the payroll who worked in, or
rather on, this mobile foundry forty-three years ago.
On the letters page the editor had also included a photo taken on the Lifeboat Saturday in 1907. It
showed the Saxby and Farmer model railway float but unfortunately not the mobile foundry. Sadly
the quality of the photo is not good enough to reproduce it again here.
If you think that perhaps you have seen the little signal before, this could have been at the Bristol
Model Railway Exhibition. I joined the Westinghouse Model Railway Club in 1964 and became
very involved with activities there before moving to Evercreech in the mid-1970s. The WMRC was
one of the founders of the Association of Model Railway Clubs Wales and the West of England who
started to hold an annual exhibition in Bristol from 1969. When a trophy was needed for the best
lineside feature at the exhibition my little signal went in to the foundry at the works to act as a
pattern for a reproduction which was mounted on hardwood to form the Westinghouse Trophy.

ANOTHER MYSTERY ARTEFACT

Peter Bowen has sent this photo of an artefact which once belonged to his late father-in-law. It
appears to be a headboard made specially for a railtour. However, I cannot find any reference* to a
railtour of this name ever having run on the national railway system, so was it made for a special
occasion on a heritage railway? Does anyone have any information, please?
* see https://www.sixbellsjunction.co.uk which contains a comprehensive list of all railtours known
to have run.
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No.200

by your Editor

With issue number 200 of this newsletter we reach something of a milestone, or rather a milepost, to
use the railway term. Railway mileposts generally start at 0 at a London terminal and increase as
you travel down the line, so where would the 200 milepost be located on each of the principal main
lines radiating out from London?
Of the former Southern Railway constituent companies that is easy to determine. Only the LSWR
went far enough to achieve that distance, and the 200mp was at Meldon Junction, where the
Plymouth and Bude routes diverged, with another approximately half a mile before reaching
Portsmouth Arms station on the Barnstaple line.
Due to the wide geographical spread of the Great Western Railway we find four routes that pass a
200 milepost. In the West country, the 200mp is reached on the main line between Dainton Tunnel
and Totnes and also approaching Filleigh on the Taunton to Barnstaple line. On the South Wales
main line it is situated alongside the massive Margam Abbey Steel Works on the approach to Port
Talbot. On the Chester line 200mp is half a mile before Ruabon Road Tunnel on the approach to
Wrexham.
On the LMS system there are only two. One is on the former LNWR North Wales coastal route to
Holyhead, between Mostyn and Talacre (measured from Euston). The other is on the former
Midland Railway, where the 200mp is passed near Apperley Bridge, after Leeds on the way to the
Settle & Carlisle line. (On the West Coast Main Line, after almost 188 miles, at Golborne Junction,
between Warrington and Wigan the mileage reverts back almost to zero, measured from Newton-leWillows Junction, and therefore there is no 200mp on that route).
LNER: On the East Coast Main Line the mileage is measured from Kings Cross, but we are again
thwarted as after reaching 188½ miles, the mileage reverts to zero at York, and again at Newcastle.
However, on the former Great Central main line we discover an interesting exception to the general
rule. The “London Extension” is measured from Manchester (London Road) and therefore 200mp is
reached approaching Neasden Junction, just six miles out from the London terminus at Marylebone.
Scotland: In the whole of Scotland, due to mileage changes there was only one 200mp. This was
near Bridge of Dun, on the now closed section of the former Caledonian main line, measured from
Carlisle, via Coatbridge and Perth.
Have I missed any? If so, I’m sure someone will let me know!

LOOKING BACK – Newsletter No.100
The following page comprises a scan of the first page of Newsletter No.100, issued in April 1987.
There were four pages altogether and it was compiled by the Hon. Secretary, Gerry Lankenau, using
a “real” typewriter. Other content included “The Quest for New Members”, some notes by Chris
Challis about the forthcoming Railwells, a visit to a member’s Gauge 1 garden railway, and the
future programme of talks.
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BUILDING TUCKER STREET GOODS YARD

- by Chris Challis

When coronavirus arrived and we went into lock down, some people said we will all have a lot of
time on our hands. If you are a railway modeller, since this time you are very lucky to find extra
hours for railway modelling. I have only managed to find a few hours to do some work on the
hobby I really enjoy. Most of our time (my wife and I), has been taken up with gardening. Yes we
have cleared several areas that needed attention, and there are still jobs to be done.
Sunday April 5th 2020 was the 150th anniversary of the opening of the Cheddar Valley and Yatton
Railway to Wells. Originally built to broad gauge by the Bristol and Exeter Railway, the track was
laid with cross sleepers and flat bottom rail. The line was opened as far as Cheddar on the 3rd
August 1869. Although Cheddar station was not finished at the time, the first train to run on the line
terminated in the goods shed. At this time an opening ceremony was held at Axbridge, with all
dignitaries attending and due pomp and ceremony.
When the line opened at Wells there were no celebrations. The Fox brothers who designed and
engineered the line were not in favour of what happened the year before, and came up with the
excuse that the line needed to be opened on Tuesday April 5rd 1870 as the County Quarter Sessions
were being held in Wells that week.
The original plan at Wells was for the line to join the East Somerset Railway and use that
company’s station as a terminus. The Board of Trade decided that this was not possible. The line
would have to run through the Somerset Central station (later S&DJR) across the goods yard
sidings. In the end the Bristol and Exeter Railway decided to build its own station at Wells.
With the 150th anniversary approaching the Wells Railway Fraternity decided to hire the Foyer and
Old Court Room in the Town Hall (not allowed to call it a City Hall in this country) to celebrate the
occasion. All was planned with photos and plans of the stations on the line and many other exhibits.
Then coronavirus came and the City Council closed the Town Hall for 12 weeks, with every
likelihood that the closure would be extended. This year the Town Hall has been closed again, so
your thoughts of holding a 150 +1 has come to nothing.
Over 40 years ago some members of the Wells Railway Fraternity decided to build an EM layout of
the 3 stations at Wells. Jock Ferguson built the Tucker Street Station goods shed, which I have had
for many years. A layout of Wells Tucker Street was exhibited at one of the early Railwells
Exhibitions. But the rest of the scheme got no further.
With this building in my possession I had decided some time ago I could build a layout of the
prototype Tucker Street Station. The Station platform and the goods yard were split by Burcott
Road Bridge; as the line passed the goods yard back to Yatton it went under another bridge on
Portway Road. It would be a bitsa station with the up and down lines from the platforms coming
under Burcott Road Bridge, going to single track. This layout would show off the passenger trains
running along the line, and shunting in the goods yard, and have the prototypical entrance and exit
of a bridge at each end of the scene for the run off into the fiddle yards.
With the celebration of the 150th anniversary cancelled, there is no hurry to get the layout to a state
that would show those interested what the railway looked like before the new road was built. The
goods shed is still in existence used by a vets and a bed shop, so those looking at the model would
be able to work out where the railway is set.
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BUILDING TUCKER STREET GOODS YARD - continued
The book written by Richard Harman, East Somerset and Cheddar Valley Railways, includes a lot
of detail on the history and running of the line. This book together with the Fraternity’s
photographic collection gives much of the information required. I have now had a plan and photos
from Andy Viles whose father worked on the line, which have given me more information about
how the goods yard was shunted, and the height of the land each side of the line. What I am missing
is a photo showing the Portway bridge, the road is on an incline over the bridge, but the photos I
have do not show the eastern side of the bridge. Do any of you have a photo or information that will
make sure this bridge is as accurate as possible.

The layout being built is 12’ x 2’ scenic, in 3 sections, making it shorter and narrower than the
prototype would be at 4mm scale, but this size allows for a good representation of how it used to
look. The incline up out of the station back to Yatton was 1 in 103.7, but on the layout it is 1 in 63,
this will still mean train operation will work as the prototype.
The layout is being built as simply as possible. The base framework is 12mm ply that is over 30
years old, this was cut up on an equally very old bench saw. The 5 points points will be operated
with under base board wooden dowel, with polarity changed by micro switches.
I have enough stock to operate the layout in the 1950’s period that the layout is intended to run, 10
locos, a razor edge GWR Railcar, GWR brake vans, wagons and an assortment of coaches. The line
did not have dedicated stock as trains started and terminated mainly at Bristol or Westbury.
With originally 3 stations at Wells, not joined up, the line from Yatton went down to Wells and up to
Yatton. The line from Witham went down to Wells and up to Witham. When the lines at Wells were
joined this meant a through train travelling from Yatton to Witham went down to Wells and when it
left Wells became an up train to Witham. This situation did not change and lasted till the line finally
closed to goods in 1968, passenger trains ceased in 1963.
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BUILDING TUCKER STREET GOODS YARD - continued
Photos - all taken by Chris Challis in May 2020
Photo 1, Tucker Street Goods Shed
Photo 2, The road where the Cheddar Valley Railway went up out of Wells. Now a road built up to
Portway, about 20’ higher than it used to be.
Photo 3, The top of a plinth showing the 3 stations at Wells. This one is sited where the East
Somerset Railway was located, the other 2 are at Priory Road S&D and Tucker Street Stations. Paul
Fry, a WRF Member, whose father was a Guard on the S&D and lived in the Priory Road Station
House, was responsible for the 3 plinths being created.

NEXT NEWSLETTER
The next newsletter will be issued in July, and as usual your contributions will be welcome. Perhaps
a special feature for that issue could be “My Favourite Railway Location”. A few words about why
a particular location means something to you, accompanied by a photograph if you have one, would
be an ideal way of sharing your thoughts with the rest of the Fraternity.
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NEW TRAVEL OPPORTUNITIES – 1859 STYLE
Going back even further in time, the first railway to reach Wells was the Somerset Central Railway,
and these cuttings, supplied by Chris Challis, give an indication of the importance of the occasion.
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The first timetable: I like the rather vague reference to the arrival times in Wells!

QUIZ ANSWERS
1 D, 2 B, 3 A, 4 D, 5 C, 6 C, 7 B, 8 B, 9 C, 10 D, 11 D, 12 B, 13 A, 14 A, 15 C,
16 C, 17 D, 18 C, 19 A, 20 A, 21 D, 22 B, 23 A, 24 D, 25 A+C.

AND FINALLY :
While mileposts are still fresh in our minds, did you know that the only 300 milepost on the
national railway system is to be found in Cornwall, approaching Truro. The highest numbered
milepost: 326½ is at Penzance, with the stop blocks at the end of the platforms 326 miles 50 chains
from Paddington (measured via Bristol TM). However, a siding (now removed) once extended
along the Albert Pier for a considerable distance beyond this point.
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